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P12  Li Tieying: Not Executing Law is a Offence；Not Complying the law is a Crime  
From May 16 to 21, Mr. Li Tieying, vice-chairman of China’s National People’s Congress Standing Committee, led an 
inspection group of the Safety Working Law to Liaoning Province. He emphasized that production must be safe and safety must 
be the base of production. The Safety law executers are guardians of safety in production. Not executing the law is a 
offence, and not complying the law is a crime. 

P13  Workers and Farmers’ Rights and Interests Ensured in Yongchuan Mine 
Yongchuan Mine of Chongqing Coal Group adopts the farmer-turned miners to affiliate the union admission, and take it as the 
foremost measure to guarantee their rights and interests. The farmer-turned miners were organized to learn the Labor Law, 
the Trade Union Law and the Law on Work Safety, thus strengthening their legal concept. Now all farmer-turned miners have 
signed regular labor contracts. Every month, production quota fulfillment, labor protection articles issuance and wage 
distribution are made public to the team and squad. Files are set up for the poverty miners to help them on a one-to-one 



basis. Apartment buildings have also been built up for them as dormitories. 

P13  Guangzhou Farmer-turned Workers Can Get the Industrial Injury Insurance Before Work 
Many farmer-turned workers in Guangzhou really wanted to join the industrial injury insurance, but because of three-
simultaneously-insurances stipulation, some of them didn’t want to join all of them. Therefore, many of the bosses used 
this as a pretext to refuse to make any insurance for them. When the industrial accidents taken out in many mobile and 
dangerous system, such as architecture, the workers’ rights and interests suffer losses. Recently, Guangzhou Labor 
Security Bureau stipulated according to the instructions of the upper labor insurance department that in the case that a 
farmer-turned worker suffers from injury or vocational disease as an employer who has not joined industrial injury 
insurance in the locality of registration and production and management, then the producer and manager unit shall conduct 
the industrial injury and labor capacity identification and the employer shall pay the industrial insurance treatment fees 
according to law in accordance with the stipulations in the producer and manager locality. This is tantamount to the city 
imposing a rigid stipulation on the employer to buy injury insurance in advance for the farmer-workers.  
 
P13  Inner Mongolia Close Down 117 Coalmines 
The Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region close down 117 coalmines this year so as to readjust the coal industry structure and 
upgrade the coal production safety levels. Within the next three years, the autonomous region is to close down 312 
coalmines with an annual capacity of some 100,000 tons. Of this total, 117 are first to be shut down later this year. 

P14  First Public Safety Museum Opens in Beijing  
Haidian Public Safety Museum, the first of its kind, was formally opened to the public on June 16. Located in Beijing’s 
Haidian Park, the museum built by the Beijing Haidian district government covers 8000 square meters in floor space. Aiming 
to carry out public safety education through high tech and multi-interactive technologies, it is divided into eight 
exhibition areas: transport, security, fire fighting, earthquakes, water disasters, safety in production, anti-air raid 
shelters, and medical care. Adopting advanced exhibition means, it facilitates visitor touches on the imitated disastrous 
scenarios and teaches the spectators how to cope with emergencies. 

P15  2005 China Liability Solicitude Promotion Meeting Held in Beijing  
From June 14 -16 the 2005, China Liability Solicitude Promotion Meeting was held in Beijing. The meeting aimed to share the 
best experience of the whole globe. Cheng Siwei, vice-chairman of the NPC Standing Committee, and Li Yongwu, chairman of 
China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Association, and Guo Anming, chairman of Association of International Chemicals 
Manufacturers (AICM) were among the participants. They all made keynote speeches. More than 300 representatives attended 
the meeting, including representatives from domestic oil, chemical and petrochemical enterprises, and from foreign 
corporations like Basf Co, Rohmhaas Co, and Exxon Mobile Oil Co. 

Front Cover: National Work Safety Month 
The theme of national work safety month in 2005 was: Abide Rules and Regulations and Cherish Your Lives. Focusing on this 
theme, the whole country has carried out many activities during June. Activities like bringing safety culture to the 
grassroots levels, forums on safety, responsibilities, culture and dissemination, and the work safety crusade have been 
successively held.
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